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Executive Summary
In an attempt to draw the younger population into the investing world, multiple start-ups have launched platforms
to disrupt the brokerage industry with the promise of low fees, low minimums and an easy-to-understand
investment process. Breaking away from our traditional Broker Monitor coverage set, this report focuses on three of
these disruptors—Acorns, Stash and Robinhood—to analyze the marketing tactics, fee structures and platforms that
made these firms successful. The overarching theme is that these platforms broke down the traditional barriers to
entry, making investing more accessible to everyone, no matter net worth or investing experience. Garnering great
success, Robinhood boasts over four million accounts, while Acorns has over three million and Stash just under two
million. These numbers are cause for concern among some incumbent brokerages that are struggling to gain new
clients and retain their existing client bases.
Through light-hearted and eye-catching ads and social media posts, the firms target the Millennial population which
has historically lacked trust in big banks and been somewhat elusive to incumbent brokerages. The platforms
themselves feature an intuitive design and easy-to-understand trading and transferring capabilities, aiming to take
the stress out of investing and make it interesting and enjoyable. The firms also encompass the mobile-first mindset
of Millennials, as both Stash and Robinhood began as mobile-only platforms, and all three firms mostly promote the
mobile apps on their public sites. The competitive fee structures and low minimums are also a big draw for lower
net worth individuals. Acorns and Stash, micro-investing platforms, require a low $5 minimum and charge $1 per
month for accounts with balances under $5,000. Robinhood stands out for charging no fees and requiring no
minimums for its standard self-directed brokerage account.
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Subscription models emerge as popular pricing structures
To attract Millennials, disruptors tweet like them
From cute naming to casual wording, startups embrace Millennial branding
Acorns and Stash defeat Robinhood’s empty quiver of education
Micro-investing apps encourage frequent investments
Platforms target mobile-first mindset
Startups seek to build relationships beyond robo-investing
Stash sets itself apart with SRI offerings
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Research Methodology
This Broker Monitor report examines three brokerage startups—Acorns, Stash and Robinhood—that are challenging
the brokerage industry status quo by specifically targeting young, price-sensitive investors with very simple,
transparent and user-friendly products. This report analyzes each firm’s product range/service model,
marketing/positioning and digital experience, including their mobile apps, and public and private sites. Specifically,
we evaluate the design and intuitiveness of each interface, range of available portfolio types and pricing, automated
investment options, available transfer and trade capabilities, embedded help content, available educational
resources and use of elegant data visualizations/tools. We also examine general marketing tactics, social media usage
and calls to action, gauging each firm’s positioning and target demographic. Additionally, we describe any unique
features offered, such as cryptocurrency trading and Siri capabilities. This report does not include an analysis of the
account opening process and is not graded.
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Summary & Best Practices
Subscription Models Emerge as Popular Pricing Structures
Over the past few years, the United States has seen a growing trend of “subscription economy,” marking a shift away
from a pay-per-product model to a subscription-based model. Companies adapting to this model often allow their
customers the adaptability to pay as they go, pay a subscription monthly, or pay via a long-term contract.
Subscription services have reached across industries; brands like Stich Fix and Rent the Runway provide
personalized and high-end fashion, ClassPass allows members to sign up for fitness classes, HelloFresh and Blue
Apron provide healthy, easy to prepare meals and Netflix and Hulu provide TV shows and movies. Millennials in
particular are embracing this model, as 92% currently have active subscriptions for either a product or a service.
Consistent with this trend, Stash and Acorns both employ subscription-based pricing models for their services, each
charging $1 per month for up to $5,000 in an account. When a client’s account surpasses $5,000, the pricing shifts to
25 basis points annually. While a dollar per month may seem enticing to customers, it is actually significantly higher
than fees offered by competitors. If users deposit $5 per week, amounting to $260 per year, they are essentially
paying 4.6% of their portfolio as a fee. Even if their account grows 8% over a year, the earnings would not cover over
half of the fee. In comparison, Betterment and Ellevest, other leading digital investment platforms, charge 25 basis
points per year for their basic account services with no minimum investment requirement; on a deposit of $260, the
fee would amount to a mere 65 cents.
Although Robinhood’s traditional account has gained the attention of the brokerage industry due to its lack of trading
commissions, monthly fees or account minimums, it recently hopped onto the subscription model bandwagon for its
newer service, Robinhood Gold. This fee-based option allows clients to trade on margin to buy and sell stocks on
credit. It also gives clients access to extended trading hours: 30 minutes before market open and two hours after
market close. This account requires a minimum balance of $2,000; allowing users to borrow up to $2,000 for a flat
$10 per month. Users must pay another $10 for every $2,000 they borrow, and going over $50,000 results in a 5%
fee.
The chart below compares the pricing models of Stash, Acorns and Robinhood against other industry startups:
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Brokerage Firm Pricing Overview

Acorns

Stash

Robinhood

Betterment

Wealthfront

Ellevest

SigFig

$0 Digital; $50,000
Minimum
Investment

$0; $5 to invest

$5

$0; $2,000 for

$0 Digital;

Robinhood Gold

$100,000 Premium

Premium; $1M

$500

Private Wealth

$2,000

Management

0; Robinhood Gold
accounts:

Annual Fees

$1/ per month for
accounts with
balances under
$5,000; 0.25% for
accounts with
balances over
$5,000

$1; 0.25% for

$10/month for

accounts with

$2,000 of extra

balances over

buying power,

0.25% Digital;

$5,000; $2/month

additional

0.50% Premium;

for retirement

$10/month for

accounts and

subsequent $2000

0.25% for accounts

of buying power;

with balances over

interest rate of 5%

$5,000

0.25% Digital;
0.40% Premium

0.25%

0.90% Private
Wealth
Management

Free for accounts
under $10,000;
0.25% accounts
over $10,000

for additional
buying power over
$50,000
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To Attract Millennials, Disruptors Tweet Like Them
Traditional brokerages vary widely in their use of popular social media platforms like Twitter, Facebook and
Instagram. While some, like Charles Schwab, post multiple times a day and use a combination of GIFs, videos and
pictures to adorn tweets, others rarely update their feeds or use engaging media. Consistent with their mobile-first
approach and young target market, the brokerage startups reviewed in this report use social media regularly to
connect with users. In comparison, they boast larger followings and higher post engagement than their more
traditional counterparts. All three firms keep their branding consistent across social media platforms, making their
accounts easily findable and helping to create a seamless experience for users. Because these companies identify as
industry disruptors, a recognizable name and branding are essential for gaining followers and engaged users. Below
is a chart summarizing the levels of engagement and frequency of posts offered by firms across all three platforms:

Both Acorns and Stash employ similar social media strategies, mostly promoting public site educational content
across their Facebook, Twitter and Instagram pages, with related images and links to respective education centers.
During the period of market volatility earlier in the year, both Acorns and Stash shared articles to emphasize the
importance of retaining a long-term focus and staying the course. Stash promotes three different Facebook groups—
Stash Investors, Stash Invest for Experienced Users and The Stash Investing Club—on its mobile app. While Stash
Investors is a general group where clients share investment advice and their experiences with the different
investment options, Stash Investors for Experienced Users is only open to experienced investors who to discuss
favorite platforms and strategies rather than answer simpler questions from new users. The Stash Investing Club is
for new and existing users to connect and take advantage of the $5 referral reward. These groups help make investing
more accessible and fosters a collaborative spirit among members. To join the closed groups, clients must fill out a
questionnaire. Stash also hosts Facebook Live events, during which Stash executives shed light on various personal
finance topics. The firm announces the recurring sessions in advance via Facebook and Twitter posts. Offering this
forum for users to solicit advice provides an optimal level of engagement between firms and followers, and can help
build confidence in the brand for existing customers and prospects.
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Acorns Facebook Post

Without any educational content to promote, Robinhood uses Facebook to promote site and platform updates, such
as the release of Robinhood Web and cryptocurrency trading. The firm rarely responds to client comments on the
platform, a missed opportunity for communication and transparency. Robinhood uniquely uses Twitter to interact
with celebrities and tweet rap lyrics, garnering likes, retweets and replies from its followers. When rapper Cardi B
tweeted about investing, she used an expletive and the firm still retweeted the post and added her lyrics, “You know
where I’m at, you know where I be,” in response. This marketing practice would never be used by one of the
incumbent brokerages, exemplifying Robinhood’s attempts to cater to a younger audience.

Robinhood Retweet

Tweets like “When you check your Robinhood account more than Twitter…” and “Leave commission fees where they
belong... next to your floppy disks and Nickelback CDs” reinforce the idea that using Robinhood is a fun, approachable
and “cool” way to invest. Its use of humor promotes engagement, with tweets earning thousands of likes and
hundreds of retweets. Weaving comical posts into its Twitter feed also helps ensure important updates and
announcements will be seen by encouraging users to follow the account for levity.
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Robinhood Twitter Feed

On Instagram, Robinhood posts photos that highlight its employees and company culture, offering a behind-thescenes look at the business. It is the only firm to use multiple images to make up a larger image when viewed from
the feed, using nine squares to spell out “Don’t Sleep” to promote new cryptocurrency trading. While this strategy
promotes new features, it could lead to loss of followers by crowding feeds with photos that do not clearly have a
purpose unless viewed on Robinhood’s profile. The mosaic posts are common on more artistic Instagram accounts
(the marketing stunt was first popularized by rapper A$AP Rocky), but Robinhood’s meme-inspired text is tired by
comparison. Unlike Stash and Acorns, Robinhood does not post graphics or quotes, instead focusing only on
promoting the company rather than distributing information or educating users.

Stash, Robinhood and Acorns Instagram Feeds
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Micro-Investing Apps Encourage Frequent Investments
One of the drawbacks of micro-investing is—by nature—the small investment amounts. Investors who do not
contribute often, or only contribute small amounts, may be frustrated by small returns. Additionally, the pricing
structure of platforms like Acorns and Stash may cause investors with small investment amounts to lose money, as
$1 per month can add up quickly. It is possible for clients with higher account balances to achieve larger returns and
be less concerned about the fees. For this reason, both platforms encourage investors to put more money into their
accounts on a regular basis, using calls to action to promote round-ups, automatic one-time and recurring
investments and simple transfer capabilities.
The Acorns mobile app is laden with calls to action, providing one-time, one-click deposits of $10, $25, $50 or $100
throughout the platform. The homepage also promotes the refer-a-friend program, which offers $5 for the investor
and $5 for their friend, when the friend opens an Acorns account. On the Potential page, an enticing Change My
Future link invites investors to increase their monthly contribution amount, which automatically updates the clients’
projected value over time. The Invest page states that on average, customers invest $32 per month by rounding up
everyday purchases. An Invest $32 Now link encourages investors to give themselves a bonus and catch up with
their peers. Below, investors can set a multiplier to increase the potential of their round-ups or link more than one
card to have more round-ups invested. Additionally, the Account Strength page does not consider client’s accounts
to be at full strength until the investor completes a series of tasks like reaching a $100 account balance, making a
recurring investment, turning on automatic round-ups and linking a second round-up account. Each of these action
links reinforces the idea that investors should continuously add funds to their account to increase the potential for
higher returns.

Acorns App Call-to-Action Links

On the Stash app, a small orange plus icon, which anchors to the bottom of all pages, reveals the Make a Deposit page
for investors to enter an amount to deposit into their Stash account. This icon draws users’ attention, keeping
deposits on their minds. On the homepage, each promotional tile uses words of encouragement, offering links to
easily complete actions. The Auto-Stash tile suggests investors can save more in a simple way, while another tile
states that if users share Stash they can get $250. As the Stash Retire tile warns, “The future will be here tomorrow.
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Start saving for retirement today.” Lastly, an Add to Your Portfolio carousel promotes different portfolio options,
offering links for users to easily contribute to different portfolios.

Stash App Call-to-Action Links

Platforms Target Mobile-First Mindset
The mobile app is an increasingly important tool for investors to manage their portfolios. This is especially true for
Millennials. In our November 2017 investor survey, 89% of the Millennials we surveyed said they used their
brokerage firm’s mobile app in the past 12 months, compared to just 43% of Baby Boomer and Silent Generation
investors, the traditional customer base for most incumbent brokerage firms. These young people who use their
firm’s app tend to do so routinely, with 86% (72% of all investors who use the app) of Millennials logging into the
mobile app at least once a week. Additionally, 66% of Millennials we surveyed said that the firm’s mobile capabilities
were “very important” or “extremely important,” and 24% would have increased satisfaction with their brokerage if
their firm improved their mobile app. In an effort to meet their target demographic at a place they know well and
feel comfortable with, all three firms capture and utilize the current mobile-first tendencies, placing emphasis on the
mobile platform in both marketing and design.
From its earliest days, Robinhood has successfully positioned itself as the free investing app. Only in the past month
did the firm finally introduce web-based access to all clients, and this platform mirrors the design of the mobile app
experience in an effort to offer a consistent experience. The firm aims to cut down the clutter of complicated
platforms by offering a streamlined, basic interface that allows investors to quickly research and place trades.
Robinhood promotes the ease of use throughout its public site with statements like “no manual needed” and “learn
by doing,” which is an effective tactic given that 80% of Millennials we surveyed said they would like to find ways to
make investing and trading less complicated. The firm succeeds in ensuring that their platform is not bogged down
with an overabundance of tools and resources, as seen by the simple navigation structure and vast amount of white
space.
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The passive investing, set-it-and-forget-it model of platforms like Acorns and Stash allows for most functions to be
completed easily on a mobile app. Clients are mostly tasked with checking on and contributing to their accounts,
instead of actively placing trades and researching specific investments. Both firms capitalize on this, mainly featuring
images of the mobile interface on their public sites and social media platforms. Additionally, download links on the
bottom of public site pages promote Google Play and the App Store for new customers to get the app. Stash
emphasizes the app’s ease-of-use, suggesting that it is a “learn as you go” platform for novice investors. A public site
homepage demo video suggests that trading and research can be done from anywhere, as the user picks up the phone
and travels with it. While Stash offers a web-based platform that launched after the mobile app, it offers a more
confusing navigational structure, which makes some functionality difficult to locate. Acorns offers more consistent
functionality between the web and mobile app, however the firm promotes the app more heavily, particularly the
“effortlessness” of investing spare change on its platform.

Startups Seek to Build Relationships Beyond Robo-Investing
Acorns, Stash and Robinhood are drawing novices to investing by eliminating such traditional barriers as high
commissions and high minimums. These firms frame themselves as a new way
to invest, with innovative platforms and practices that aim to take the
“Anything that you would be
complexity and uncertainty out of investing, effectively making them accessible
able to get walking into your
to everyone. Understandably, Millennials relate well to this, and 78% of
local Bank of America branch
Robinhood investors are under the age of 35. This is a triumph for these firms
office, you should be able to get
and a reason for incumbents to worry. Many Millennials reached adulthood faster, better, cheaper, with a
during the Great Recession and have since had a difficult time trusting financial
much better user experience,
institutions, which also manifests itself in above average rates of job hopping from Robinhood.”
and bank switching (with one-third being open to switching banks). The very —Robinhood CEO
simple nature of Acorns, Stash and Robinhood may lead young investors to
perceive them as a merely technology platform that they invest with, which may result in only modest loyalty in the
long run. For these firms to retain their young client base and continue to grow, their services will need to mature as
well. Otherwise, these firms may provide to simply be gateway apps, which investors move away from once they
gain familiarity with the markets and start investing “for real.”
To combat this, all three firms have commendably begun enhancing and adding to their offerings, while retaining
the streamlined and straightforward investing process. Stash marks the first micro-savings app to announce plans
for savings and checking accounts, which would effectively embed their services into a
“Definitely a great
larger portion of clients’ lives. Stash also launched a custodial account for parents and
stock starter kit!”
other custodians to start saving for a child, as well as a retirement account that attempts
—Robinhood User
to keep investors with the firm longer. Acorns followed suit with Acorns Later, set to
launch soon, which is positioned as a means to save for later in life (not only as a
retirement fund). Robinhood introduced Robinhood Gold which offers margin for a flat monthly fee. The
subscription-style allows clients to invest a larger amount of funds, effectively increasing their commitment to
Robinhood and generating revenue for the firm.
While these improvements can certainly help retain clients, all three firms leave room for improvement in terms of
their customer service capabilities. For example, most incumbent discount brokerages offer a live chat, which is
findable throughout the public and private sites, to make assistance no more than a click away. Customer service
representatives on the private site also helpfully have the option to answer account-specific inquiries. Additionally,
TD Ameritrade stands out for its texting and Facebook Messenger customer service capabilities, two unique features
that ensure customers can always have their questions answered. The three firms in this report offer help pages and
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customer service via email, however clients cannot chat with customer service if they are in need of immediate
assistance. While Stash offers Stash Coach, it somewhat misses the mark as it simply suggests different actions to
take and is not personalized to the individual’s specific monetary needs and goals. All three platforms should
continue developing additional products and embedding themselves further into their clients’ lives to gain and retain
their loyalty and provide them with an all-encompassing banking platform.

Stash Sets Itself Apart with SRI Offerings
Socially responsible investing (SRI) has begun to generate significant industry buzz, in part because Millennials have
demonstrated interest in this concept. For what began as a niche investment strategy for progressive people, SRI
now accounts for one in five dollars under professional management in the United States. SRI particularly strikes a
chord with Millennials, as according to Morgan Stanley, they are two times more likely than the overall investor
population to invest in companies targeting social or environmental goals. Seventy-five percent of Millennials say
their investments can influence climate change and 84% say their investments can help lift people out of poverty. As
more and more investors look to support social causes through their portfolios, firms must stay apace to provide
them with the products they desire.
Stash caters to Millennials’ desire for SRI options. The firm makes it intuitive for investors to know what types of
companies they are investing in thematically by renaming the ETFs it offers. Clean & Green allows clients to invest
in clean energy sources, Combat Carbon allows clients to invest in companies that
“Conveniently named so
actively mitigate their carbon footprints and Do the Right Thing allows clients to
you can cut through the
invest in companies that prioritize make positive environmental, social and
finance jargon and get to
governance decisions. Equality Works includes companies that prohibit
the heart of what each
discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity, Water the World
investment stands for.”
includes companies focused on water conservation and purification and Women
—Stash website
Who Lead includes companies where women have important leadership roles.

Stash Responsible Investing Themes
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Interestingly, Acorns Australia integrates SRI into its offerings, while its United States counterpart does not. In 2017,
the firm introduced the Emerald Portfolio, an ethical investment portfolio designed to meet environmental, social
and corporate governance standards. Acorns estimates that it will provide a similar return for similar risk as the
Moderately Aggressive investment portfolio. Acorns Australia also provides customers with an estimated carbon
footprint calculator that analyzes the size of a users’ carbon footprint from their monthly spending behavior.
Additionally, it offers an Acorns Carbon offset subscription, which supports “verified carbon projects.” The cost of
the subscription is relative to the user’s estimated average monthly carbon footprint based on their spending
activity. For example, if a user’s monthly carbon footprint is half a ton, this will cost them $3 per month to offset. The
subscription costs benefit two programs, one that protects Australian forests and another that reduces gas emissions
in China. Acorns should consider introducing these offerings into its U.S. platform, as it would likely resonate well
with the Millennial demographic the platform targets.

Acorns and Stash Defeat Robinhood’s Empty Quiver of Education
According to the Investments & Wealth Institute, 86% of Millennials are saving, but 60% believe they lack the
knowledge and experience to invest wisely, and only 37% have a financial plan. This is where effective financial
education can play a powerful role in bridging the gap between brokerages and young people. High quality, digestible
educational content empowers the individual by demystifying the markets and helping them make better financial
decisions. Because Stash, Acorns and Robinhood serve a high percentage of beginner investors, and aim to make
investing accessible to everyone, educational content is a particularly crucial offering for their customer base. While
Acorns and Stash provide robust educational content, Robinhood falls short, as it does not offer any.
Acorns’ Grow magazine features vibrant imagery and organizes content into tiles. The homepage displays the most
recent and most popular articles, as well as articles categorized by Millionaire Money Tips, Voices and Interviews.
The sitelet also provides personal stories about saving and budgeting; for example, an article about someone who
saved $1,550 from cash-back credit cards. The StashLearn sitelet provides a wealth of educational content. The
landing page displays the most recent content in tiles, with the following sections below: Most Read, Teach Me How,
Your Money in the News, Talk Money to Me and Stash. The firm helpfully provides the approximate reading time for
each article. The bottom of the page provides icons that link to additional topics, such as retirement, market news,
#popculture and budgeting.

Acorns Grow Magazine (Truncated)
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Any opportunity to merge important financial lessons with something more fun and relatable will often enhance
understanding and appreciation of the subject. Stash particularly stands out in this regard, with its #PopCulture
section that displays articles that weave finances into current events. Most recently, an article explains the impact
that people and news can have on stock prices, for example, when SNAP’s market cap fell by more than $1 billion
following a negative tweet from reality TV star Kylie Jenner. Other articles include parallels between fantasy football
and investing, and Harry Potter as an investor.

Kylie Jenner’s Tweet Shakes Snapchat Article (Truncated)

From Cute Naming to Casual Wording, Startups Embrace Millennial Branding
From their marketing to their
platform design, investment
startups profiled in this
report clearly seek to
differentiate
themselves
from
more
traditional
investment firms. This is key
to their positioning as a
newer, better alternative to
the over-priced, out-of-touch
firms that serve older people.
Many traditional brokerages
aim to present a professional
and trustworthy image with
darker color schemes, serif
Acorns Public Site Homepage
fonts and images of adults in
various life stages. In contrast, these startups embrace a more tech company-like aesthetic, with bright and pastel
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color schemes, sans-serif fonts and generous use of white space. Notably, all three firms feature images of the apps
opened on a mobile device on their public sites.
The names of Acorns, Stash and Robinhood all seem designed to attract younger investors who may not have as
much money to save. Acorns start small but grow into large oak trees, implying that even a small amount of savings
can multiply once invested. Similarly, Stash implies that users should stash away even small amounts of money for
safekeeping so they can watch their savings grow. Robinhood emphasizes an us vs. them mentality with the wellknown fable’s message of taking from the rich to give to the poor.
In addition to their unique names, these startups aim to appear approachable and fun with the language they use
across their web and mobile platforms. An inexperienced investor may become lost in industry jargon when scanning
a traditional brokerage firm website. The firms covered in this report eschew detailed, legalese-style copy in favor
of such phrases such as “Automatic Everything” when describing their services. Stash urges users: “Go on. Make your
future fun.” When describing its platform, Robinhood says, “It’s fast, dead simple and just works.” Such casual
language makes investing seem more accessible and less intimidating. Robinhood also strives to position more
established brokerages as out-of-date and focused only on the affluent. Phrases such as “The financial system should
help the rest of us, not just the wealthy,” and “We cut the fat that makes other brokerages costly” reinforces the firm’s
us vs. them dynamic and reassures first-time investors that they are welcome.

Robinhood Public Site Homepage
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Detailed Matrix
Click here to view an Excel spreadsheet version of the detailed matrix within which you can assess, analyze and
manipulate the data as you see fit.

Detailed Matrix
Number of account holders
Account minimum

Annual fee

Acorns

Robinhood

Stash

3 million

4 million

1.7 million

$0 minimum account balance;
$0; $2,000 for Robinhood
$5 minimum to invest; $15 for
Gold
Stash Retire

$5

0; $10/month for
Robinhood Gold Accounts
for $2,000 of extra buying
power, $20/month for
$1/ per month for accounts
$4,000 of extra buying
with balances under $5,000;
power, $30/month for
0.25% for accounts with
$6,000 of extra buying
balances over $5,000
power, $50/month for
$10,000 of extra buying
power and interest rate of
5% for additional buying
power over $50,000
Margin, Non-Margin,
Robinhood Instant,
Robinhood Gold

Standard Brokerage

Account options
Number of investment options
Products supported

Current promotions/offers
Web site access
Mobile app access
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7 ETFs; 5 risk-based portfolios over 5,000 stocks +ETFs

$1; 0.25% for accounts with
balances over $5,000;
$2/month for retirement
accounts and 0.25% for
accounts with balances over
$5,000

Standard brokerage, traditional
IRA, Roth IRA, Custodial

43 ETFs, 24 stocks

ETFs

stocks, ETFs, options,
cryptocurrencies

Stocks, ETFs

Up to 4 years free management
for college students; $100,000
to share between everyone
who shares Acorns with at
least five friends; Receive $5
for referring a friend

Refer a friend and both
the friend and referrer
receive a randomlyselected stock

New investors get $5 when
joining and first month free;
Receive $5 for referring a
friend

•
iPhone, Android, Apple
Watch,

•

•
iPhone, Apple Watch, Android

iPhone and Android
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Previous Broker Monitor Topics
Preparing for the Next Adventure: Life Event Resources

Life’s most significant experiences, such as getting married or welcoming a child, often present new
financial challenges. As investors pass through life’s stages, brokerages can provide valuable advice to help
their clients prepare. In this month’s Broker Monitor Report, we examine firms’ life event resources for
everything from career transitions to managing the loss of a loved one. When firms offer advice on life’s
major events, it helps them to connect with clients and can serve as a promotional tool for related product
and service offerings. Abstract…
Brokerages Brave the Twitterverse: Twitter Content and Engagement
Boasting 328 million active users, 74% of whom use it as a news source, Twitter is one of the most significant
communication platforms of the 21st century. With that in mind, Twitter-savvy firms can easily and instantaneously
reach a large network of prospects, clients and advisors. Although Broker Monitor firms differ in the type of
information they tweet, all firms maintain Twitter accounts that they have posted within our three-month research
period, and all firms promote their accounts on their public sites. In this report, we assess the types of content and
the level of engagement found on firms’ Twitter accounts. Abstract…
Ready or Not, Here Comes Retirement: Resources for Those Nearing Retirement
It is no question that Americans need all the help they can get when it comes to retirement. As pension plans become
increasingly rare, more and more Americans must bear the risk and responsibility of funding their own golden years.
To make matters worse, navigating a personal retirement plan such as a 401(k) or IRA and ensuring that one’s plan
is allocated in an age-appropriate manner can prove to be a daunting task. Each stage of planning for retirement
presents a unique challenge, and while most brokerage firms offer a wealth of general retirement planning resources
on their sites, fewer provide information intended for those who are 10 or fewer years away from that all-important
life event. This period is known as the “nearing-retirement stage.” Abstract…
The Best Offense Is a Good Defense: Fraud and Security Advice
As people manage more aspects of their lives online, the threat of cybercrimes continues to multiply, outpaced only
by the financial drain for the clients and firms associated with each successful attack. Though no industry is immune
to these threats, financial services carry a special burden to protect their clients, considering a person's brokerage
or retirement account could represent the sum of a lifetime of work. Clients want to feel that their investments are
protected and will turn to their brokerage firm for that reassurance. To that end, this report focuses on the content
and positioning of security advice that firms offer to their clients. Abstract…
Leaving It to the Professionals: A Review of Managed Accounts
Courtesy of technological advancements over the past few years, brokerage firms have been able to reduce their
minimum investment requirements significantly. As a result, a much larger audience of investors can now access the
benefits of customized portfolio management via separate, “managed” accounts. Since we last covered this topic
in 2013, we have seen an explosion of new managed account options—namely digital—offered by firms in the Broker
Monitor coverage set. Currently, all but one firm—Scottrade—provides some sort of digital/hybrid or traditional
managed account option. Abstract…
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